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About Accenture 

Accenture is a global management consulting, technology services 

and outsourcing company. 

What we do: 

• We help organizations assess 

how to maximize their 

performance and work with 

them to achieve their vision  

• We develop and implement 

technology to improve our 

clients’ productivity and 
efficiency – and may run parts 

of their business  

• Ultimately, we enable our 

clients to become high-

performance businesses and 

government agencies 

 

We have an enviable client roster: 

• Over 4,000 clients in more than 120 countries 

• We serve 92 of the Fortune Global 100 and more 
than three-quarters of the Fortune Global 500 

• 99 of our top 100 clients have been clients for at 
least five years 
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Accenture Fare Management System 

Enabling multi-vendor solutions through SOA 

Accenture’s Fare Management System creates a common platform 
that is being used today to successfully integrate multiple device 
suppliers as well as open and closed-loop fare media. 

Separating 

• Messaging/transport technology 

from content 

• Transaction and financial 

processing from device details 

• Distributed device management 

from business events 

 

 

Enables a common platform to 

integrate and manage transactions 

across vendor products and media 
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The integration problem is not new  

SOA has become the de facto Architecture for Integration 

Standards-based Services and Service Bus technologies are the 

foundation on which most of today’s integration solutions are built. 

• The primary building blocks 

of modern fare management 

solutions – CRM, finance, 

asset management, 

distributed device 

management – are readily 

available as flexible, proven 

services 

• In other industries, evolution 

of messaging standards 

(e.g., HL7) has enabled 

large-scale adoption of SOA 
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What changes will SOA and open architectures enable? 

Future state of the industry 

SOA and the move to open architectures will drive the same step change 
we are seeing in other industries and enable transit to gain the benefits 
from cloud and SaaS. 


